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Trump Shows No Sign of Backing Down in Historic Vote-
fraud Speech

Screen-grab from video of President Trump's White House
speech

This isn’t the “concession speech” the media
was hoping for. 

President Trump on Wednesday doubled
down on his fight to expose and stop voter
fraud in the 2020 election, which he
asserted turned a major Trump victory into a
Biden win.

During the emphatic 45-minute White House
speech, the president spoke in detail about
all the allegations of fraud and voting
irregularities featured in hearings around
the country uncovered by his legal team,
which is led by former New York City Mayor
Rudy Giuliani.

“As president, I have no higher duty than to defend the laws and the Continuation of the United States,”
Trump said. “That is why I am determined to protect our election system, which is now under
coordinated assault and siege.”

He added that he would present the evidence of mass fraud in court. “We’re going to show it and
hopefully the courts — in particular, the Supreme Court of the United States — will see it and
respectfully, hopefully, will do what’s right for our country,” the president said.

Calling it “maybe the most important speech I’ve ever made,” President Trump began by stating that he
would be bringing attention to “our ongoing efforts to expose the tremendous voter fraud and
irregularities which took place during the ridiculously long November 3rd elections.”

At the onset, the president struck down any speculation that he would be backing down at the fight,
instead proclaiming a determination that raises the question of what length he is willing to go to uphold
the Constitution in the face of such brazen (and media-abetted) voter fraud.

He went on to make the case that Democrats have used voter fraud in their urban strongholds in years
past, but that what made the difference in this election was the use of universal mail-in voting, which
was enacted under the guise of safety during the coronavirus outbreak.

“What changed this year was the Democrat party’s relentless push to print and mail out tens of millions
of ballots sent to unknown recipients with virtually no safeguards of any kind. This allowed fraud and
abuse to occur on a scale never seen before. Using the pandemic as a pretext, Democrat politicians and
judges drastically changed election procedures just months, and in some cases, weeks before the
election on the 3rd of November,” he said, later adding, “Very rarely were legislatures involved and
constitutionally, they had to be involved, but very, very rarely.”

President Trump claimed that the number of votes that his legal team can prove are fraudulent are
enough to reverse the supposed Biden wins in key battleground states into rightful Trump victories. He
also took aim at the fact that in many precincts, such as Pennsylvania’s Allegheny County, ballots were
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counted without Republican observers present and Democrats even went to the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court to block observers from receiving access.

“There is only one possible reason that the corrupt Democrat political machine would oppose
transparency during the vote counting. It’s because they know they are hiding illegal activity,” the
president said.

He also bought up Dominion Voting Systems, the technology being accused of enabling the
manipulation of votes. According to allies of the president, Dominion servers revealing the fraud are
now being examined after being recovered from a CIA facility in Frankfurt, Germany, during a raid that
pitted U.S. Special Forces against central intelligence agents.

Said the president:

On top of everything else, we have a company that’s very suspect. It’s name is Dominion,
with the turn of a dial or the change of a chip, you could press a button for Trump and the
vote goes to Biden. What kind of a system is this? We have to go to paper, maybe it takes
longer. But the only secure system is paper.… 

In one Michigan County, as an example, that used Dominion systems, they found that nearly
6,000 votes had been wrongly switched from Trump to Biden, and this is just the tip of the
iceberg.

President Trump highlighted the obvious: Contrary to the opinion of many spineless Republicans who
believe we should just sit back with our arms crossed knowing there’s fraud and hope it’ll somehow
work itself out in the next election cycle, the president knows the steal must be stopped now.

Millions of votes were cast illegally in the swing states alone, and if that’s the case, the
results of the individual swing states must be overturned, and overturned immediately.
Some people say that’s too far out, that’s too harsh. Well, does that mean we take a
precedent, and we’ve just elected a president where the votes were fraudulent?

No, it means you have to turn over the election, and everybody knows without going much
further, and they’ve seen the evidence, but they don’t want to talk about it what a disaster
this election was, a total catastrophe, but we’re going to show it, and hopefully, the courts in
particular, the Supreme Court of the United States will see it, and respectfully, hopefully,
they will do what’s right for our country, because our country can not live with this kind of
an election. We could say, let’s go on to the next one, but no, we have to look also at our
past. We can’t let this happen.

If the Deep State is allowed to steal this election, and thereby allowed to enact its socialist dystopia
under Joe Biden and Kamala Harris, there may not be a “next time.”
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